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ABSTRACT 
Vortex interaction with a thick elliptical leading-edge at zero 
relative offset produces a pronounced secondary vertex of opposite 
sense that tr.ave ls with the same phase speed as the primary vortex 
along the lONer surface of the edge. For the range of parameters 
examined, this primary-secondary vortex conti·nation, once fanned, 
does not move away from the surface. In contrast to the case of a 
thin leading-edge, there is no 11sweepi·ng 11 of flow about the tip of 
the ed.ge during the fonnation of the secondary vortex. 
The edge thickness (scale) relative to the. i·ncident vorticity 
field has a strong effect on the distortion of the incident primary 
vortex during the impingement process. When the thickness (scale) 
is· sufficiently small, there is a definite "severing" of the incident 
vortex and the portion of the incident vortex that travels along the 
upper part of the elliptical surface has a considerably larger phase 
speed than that along the lower surface; this suggests that the inte-
grated loading along the upper surface is more strongly correlated. 
When the thickness (scale) becomes too large, then most,. if not all, 
of the incident vortex passes below the leading-edgeo The edge thick-
ness (scale), however, does not have any significant effect on the 
secondary vortex fonnation process. 
On the other hand, the relative transverse offset of the edge 
with respect to the center of the incident vortex has a significant 
effect on the secondary vortex fonnation. At zero offset, the vortex 
.. ,-
impinges directly along the ~enterline of the edge, while positive 
and negative offsets correspond to vortex locations above 
and below the centerline. The secondary vortex is most pro-
nounced for the zero offset case and is less so for the positive 
offset case; the secondary vortex for this positive offset case breaks 
apart following its fonnation. The negative offset case,however, 
does not produce any secondary vortex either above or below the 
leading-edge surface. For all values of offset, the incident vortex 
either passes below· .. or above the edge surface and no lfsevering" of 
the vortex occurs. This physics of the flow is directly reflected 
in the pressure amplitude and phase measurements. Along the surface 
where the distorted primary vortex and the secondary vortex (if any) 
travel, a propagating pressure wave can be detected and the phase 
has an ever-increasing slope. lf, however, no part of the primary 
vortex passes along the upper or lower surface, then a relatively 
constant phase, corresponding to no wave-like motion, results. The 
wave-length of the propagating :wave also changes for the various 
offset cases; the wavelength of vortex-induced pressure field, corre-
sponding to the negativ~ offset case, is approximately twice that of 
zero and positive offset cases. 
-2- ··-' . 
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INTRODUCTION 
There is a strong need for a deeper understanding of the 
interaction of unsteady vorticity fields with solid boundaries of 
variousgeorretries. The interaction process results in structural 
loading and noise generation in a number of applications: leading-
edges of airplane wings, propeller blades, turbine guide vanes, 
cavities in submarine and ship hulls, bridge decks and turbulence 
attenuators (Naudascher and Rockwell 1980). 
The unsteady vorticity fields are basically inherent to all 
unstable shear layers. In all shear layer configurations (mixing 
layer, planar jet, axisymmetric jet and planar wake), the growth 
of the initially unstable disturbance that leads to eventual forma-
tion of ·a concentration of vorti ci'ty, i.e. "vortex", is qual i ta-
ti vely similar. First, immediately downstream of the separation, 
small .vorticity perturbations a,_re rapidly ampli·fied in a "linear" 
growth region. The wave propagation velocity, rate. of amplification, 
and amplitude of the p_ress ure fluctuation, can be predicted i·n 
this region by applying linearized stability theory (Freymuth 1966, 
Michalke )1965'). Of course, this "linear11 region of gro\AJth is 
not linear at all but rather shows an exponent·ial growth; if semi-. 
logarithmic coordinates are used, _then the disturbance is said to 
amplify 11 linearly 11 in the streamwise direction. Furthe,r downstream, 
~when the disturbance amplitude reaches the value of ten percent 
or so of the free-stream velocity U, it undergoes distortion in the 
~' . 
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nonlinear growth region, eventually concentrating into organized 
vertical-like structures. During this evolution process, the 
spectral content of the shear layer changes from distributed vor-
ticity of a single predominant frequency to concentrated vorticity 
having several discrete frequencies and eventually forms multiple 
concentrations of vorticity having broader frequency content. 
Beyond this region, the spectral broadening process eventually leads 
to fully three-dimensional turbulent flow (Miksad 1972, Sato & 
Kuri ki 1961).. Hence there is a wide range of unsteady shear flows 
with varying coherence, from well-defined single,concentrated vor-
tices to fully turbulent flow. Bushnell (1984) extensively reviews 
various categories of these flows and discusses their interaction 
with surfaces having sharp and blunt leading-edges. Rockwell {1983) 
also reviews recent experimental and theoretical simulations of coher-
ent vortex-leading edge interactions. 
Various studies have been carried out recently, covering a 
wide range of interacti ans of unsteady distrib,uted and concentrated 
vo rti·ci ty fields with 1 eadi ng-edges such as: distributed vorticity at 
a single frequency, concentrated vorticity at a single frequency, con-
centrated vorticity at multiple frequencies; and concent·rated stream-
wise vorticity. 
Distributed Vorticity at a sing.le frequency. As mentioned pre-
viously, distributed vorticity can be defined as an unsteady shear 
./' 
-4-
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flow whose vorticity has not yet agglomerated intoacoherent concen-
tration of vorticity. This type of vorticity field provides a sim-
ple case for examining the basic features of leading-edge interac-
tion. Kaykayoglu and Rockwell (1984) employed the configuration 
of a planar jet, oscillating in its sinuous mode,to generate a dis-
tributed vorticity field. The oscillating jet, unlike mixing layers 
and wake regions with ill-defined near fields due to presence of a 
splitter plate,produces a distributed vorticity field which is in 
good agreement with linear stability theoryo By generating a rela-
tively small amplitude .disturbance in a shear layer incident upon 
the edge, rollup of the in.ci"dent shear layer into a concentration 
of vorticity can be avoided. In the flow region near the leading 
edge, the interaction process between the upstream distri·buted vor-
ticity field and the solid surface causes rapid amplificat.ion and 
subsequent vortex formation. A semi-infinite length thin leading-
e.dge was used to study the interaction process. Extensive visualiza-
tion showed details of formation of primary an·d secondary vortices 
near the tip of the l eadi. ng-edge. Even though, as mentioned 
earlier, incident vortices were not present in th~- jet shear layer 
upstream of the edge, transverse oscillation of the jet allowed 
their rapid fonnat ion near and downstream of fu: tip of the leading edge. 
The gro~~th of the primary vortex gives rise to an instantaneous 
adverse pressure gradient near the tip region_. The pressure gradient 
causes flow separation from the surfac:e of the edge and subsequent 
-5-
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fonnation of the secondary vortex. Using an experimental technique 
which will be discussed in detail in a subsequent chapter, Kaykayoglu 
and Rockwell (1984) reconstructed the instantaneous pressure fields 
along the surface of the edge. This revealed that the pressure 
took on its maximum ne.gati_ve value, down st ream of the tip of the 
edge at the point of the separation. The pressure field along the 
surface of the edge showed very small strearrwise phase variation 
near the tip even though the visualization showed that the primary 
vortex past the edge has a very wel 1-defined phase speed and wave-
length. Hence, in the region of greatest flow distortion, the sur-
face pressure field is nonpropagating, in contrast to the propagating 
wave associated with the primary vortex formation. This negligible 
streartMi se variation of the pressure phase in the tip region thus 
provides·high·ly correlated pressure fluctuations and large force ampli-
tude. Flow visualization and simultaneous pressure measurement 
revealed that the onset of flow separation iJ11T1ediately downstream 
of the tip produced the highest fluctuation amplitude, though the 
amplitude. associated with the primary-secon·dary vortex pair down-
stream remained substantia·1. 
Concentrated vorticity at a·single frequency. Unlike a planar 
jet or wake, a mixing-layer configuration with different velocities 
above and below the spli·tter plate can produce a concentrated single 
row of vorticies with like sens·e of circulation. The nature and 
. the strength of such vortices depends on the ratio of the hJgher.tg 
<• 
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lCMer flow speed as well as on the distance from the onset of vor-
tex formation. Various studies have been done on "two-dimensional" 
or tra·nsverse vortex interactions with a flat wall and a comer/lead-
ing edge as well as longitudinal vortex interaction with a plane 
wall and a wing (Bushnell 1984). All the related references are 
listed in Bushnell's review and will not be covered here; only 
the research in the area of concentrated vorticity at a single fre-
quency interacting with various bodies will be addressed. 
The vortex-corner impingement case was studied by Knisely and 
Rockwell (1979). They found that the interaction dynamics were very 
sensitive to the a 1 i gnment between the comer and the vo·rtex. In 
the case where the corner and vortex were nearly align·ed, "severing" 
of the vortex and generation of "counter ·vorticity'' on the vertical 
wa 11 occurred. They al so found that the feedback from the leading 
·edge influenced the vorti cal structure upstream·; the vortex diameter 
was increasedo 
An interesting study of an i.mpulsively generated vortex p·air, 
interacting with a thin flat plate, was done by Homa and Rockwell 
(1984). In th.e case of plate offset,whe.re the outer layer of one 
of the vortices of the vortex pair impinged on a thin flat. plate, 
there was flow separation Jeading to fonnation of a secondary 
vortex occurred. Once generated, the primary an·d secondary 
vortex pair travelled together upstream. At the same time, there 
-7-.. ,, 
occurred another type of secondary vortex fonnation, leading to a pri-
mary vorte~-secondary vortex pair which travelled down to the right 
of the impingement location. Similar to the previous case of dis-
tributed vorticity-edge interaction, the secondary vortex fonnati on 
plays a crucial role ·during the primary vortex-edge interaction pro-
cess in other configurations. Both Ziada and Rockwell {1982) and 
Kaykayoglu and Rockwell (1984) studied the case of vortex-thin lead-
ing edge interaction. Ziada and Rockwell found that, similar to 
the ·case of vortex-corner edge interaction, the alignment of the 
plate leading--edge and the vortex center had a strong influence 
on the interaction process. Within a range of offset, the primary 
vortex interaction with the leading edge produced a secondary vortex 
of opposite circulation on the lower su·rface of the leading edge. 
The frequency of this shedding process coincided with the incident 
disturbance frequency. The strength and the scale of the secondary 
vort>ex was greater for the case where the center of the incident 
vortex passed above the leading-edge. A more detailed visualization 
of the interaction process was perfonned by Kaykayoglu and Rockwell. 
A hydrogen bubble wire was mounted with one en.d in the surface of 
the leading edge; corresponding formation of the secondary vortex, 
below the edge, was seen more clearly. This showed a "sweeping" 
of the flow from the top to the bottom surface. This sweeping of the' 
viscous layer about the tip was caused by a strong induced flow 
"~· between the primary vortex and the tip; this process directly led 
·.' 
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to the fonnati on of a secondary vortex. Detai 1 ed pressure mea-
surerrents in the tip region revealed high pressure • 
amplitude due to the migration of fluid from the upper to lower 
surface of the edge. Tile interaction process led to maximum pres-
sure amplitude,_ rather than a minimum occurring at the tip,as in 
the case~of distributed vorticity-edge interaction. On the lower 
surface of the leading edge, the fluctuating pressure field exhibi-
ted wavelike motion due to the convection of the secondary vor-
tex instability; this is shown by the increasing phase down-
stream of the tip. In contrast, along the upper surface, there 
was nearly constant phase of the pressure field in the streanwise 
direction; this led to large local loading of the edge. 
Concentrated vorticity at multiple frequencieso In many prac-
tical situations, the concentrated vorticity field contains more 
than one concentration of vorticity with a' number ·of discrete fre-
quency components. Such multiple concentrated vorticity, upon inter-
action with the edge, induc·es a modulated pressure wave with several 
spectral componen-ts alo·ng the surface of the edge. Kaykayoglu and 
Rockwell (1984) investigated the case of a planar jet undergoing 
transverse modulations. This flow field generated remarkably ordered 
patterns of multiple vortex ·interaction i'n th.e vicinity of the 
edge. In one case, with increasing time, the small sea le vortices 
passed beneath the large scale vortex along the lower surface of ·the 
-9-
edge. When there was a finite length scale between the upstream 
separation boundary and the leading edge, remarkably repeatable 
patterns of incident vortices generated well-defined spectral 
components in the edge region. The spectra of the pressure fluctu-
a~ions along the bottom surface of the edge showed that components 
., 
s/3, 2S/3 and s were predominant; B corresponds to the rate at 
which the vortex fanned in the jet shear layer, • 1 • e. the most 
unstable frequency of the shear .layer. In contrast, spectra at 
the tip of the edge showed that the first harmonics of these com-
ponents were predominant. Hence, in the near tip region, the pre-
dominant spectra components changed drastically as a function of 
streamwise distance. Much like the single frequency cases,. the 
edge offset, relati·ve to the incident shear layer, had strong 
effect on the vo,rtex interaction patterns. In the case of edge 
offset where direct impingement of the shear layer vortices upon 
the edge occurred, the most unstable frequency of the shear layer s 
dominated the low frequency components. 
Concentrated streamwise vorticity. In contrast to the previous 
case of the two-dimensional, transvers~ vorticity field, this type 
of incident vorticity field is predominantly oriented in the stream-
wise direction. This orientation involves an ~inherently three-
dirrensional flow· structure such asa wing tip vortex. Interaction 
of a tip vortex wi.th airfoils has qeen studied by McAli·ster and 
-10 .. 
Tung (1984). They found that the mean angle· of attack of airfoiJ 
a strongly affects the stability of the vortex core following the 
impingerrent process. The vortex core may remain stabilized during 
the impingement, or show an instability downstream of the leading 
edge or even at the upstream portion of the ai rfoi 1 (a=4°, 14° and 
. 
-12° respectively). In general, they found that the pressure 
gradient from streamwise vorticity upstream of the leading-edge 
led to premature stall along the airfoil; a larger strength vor-
tex closer to the surface caused stalling to occur closer to the 
leading edge. Ham (1974),in his investigation of blade~vortex inter-
action,also emphasi~ed the importance of spanwi.se pressure gradients 
induced by the tip vortex in c-ausing laminar leadin9-edge separa-
tion; this led to ~nearly stall or turbulent traili~g-edge separ-
ation. Patel and Hancock (1974) found that the proximity, or off-
set, of the tip vortex core with respect to the leading edge had 
a strong effect on the onset of instability of the tip vortex itself 
as tt interacted with the leading-edge of the blade or airfoil. 
Far away from the airfoi 1 the tip vortex tore passed by undisturbed, 
but as its trajectory moved foNard to the stagnation region of 
the airfoil, it experienced onset of instability well upstream of 
the leading-edge interaction region. Kramer and Rockwell (1984) 
investigated the evolution of tip vortices and interactions with 
thin plates. Using three hydrogen bubble timelines located upstream 
of the leading-edge of the plate, a detailed visualization of the 
,--.,.-' 
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interaction process was done; upon interaction with the plate, the 
incident tip vortex was split at an off-center location. Follow-
ing the splitting process, the major share of the incident vortex 
was di started and moved to the left side of the plate. Even though 
secondary vortex formation could not be seen clearly, the onset 
of its fonnation was suggested by the strong curv,1ture of the time-
1 ines closest to the plate. Meanwhile, on the .right side of the 
plate, a thick layer of retarded fluid with no apparent concentra-
tion of vorticity was formed. 
Overview and Proposed Research. In al 1 the previous studies 
of coherent vorticity field-edge interactions, many common fea-
tures can be foun·d: an unsteady separation process and subsequent 
secondary vortex formation; a relation between the instantaneous 
pressure field and the nature of secondary vortex generation; and <Epen-
dence of the interaction mechanism on the offset between the inci-
dent shear layer at the body.·, 
This investigation .will study the case of· a c.oncentrated vor-
ticity field .at a single frequency, interacting ·with a finite 
th·ickness lea·ding-edge. The concept of the investigation will be 
similar to those of Ziada and Rockwell (1983) and Kaykay·oglu and 
Rockwell (1984) except a finite thickness edge instead of a thin 
leading edge will be u~ed. Detailed flow visualization studies 
wi 11 be done to ~determine the effect of edge scale and offs.et on 
• .,t 
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the vortex-leading edge interaction. Since the fluctuating pressure 
field in the edge region plays an important role in the impingement 
process, detailed amplitude and phase measurements will be per-
fonned. To minimize the effect of possible three-dimensionality 
of the flow field and. the end-wall effect on the pressure measure-
ment, the pressure taps will be aligned in a single row; this is 
in contrast with the V-shaped staggering of the pressure taps of the 
Kaykayoglu and Rockwel T set up. A simultaneous pressure measurement-
flow visualization technique, successfully used by Kaykayoglu and 
Rockwell { 1984 ),will be used to construct the instantaneous pres-
sure field on the surface of the edge. Through these various 
experiments, the role of the pressure amplitude and phase variation 
on the vortex~edgedistortion p:rocess will be detennined. A 
detailed description of the experirrental setup and techniques are 
given in the subsequent section of this report. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND TECHNIQUE 
In order to investigate the mixing layer-generated vortex and 
its interaction with a leading edge, water was chosen as a fluid 
medium. This working fluid allowed detailed flow visualization and 
also avoided possible acoustic-instability wave coupling. The main 
test section, 30.5 cm wide by 45.7 cm deep, was located along the 
closed circuit water channel {Fig. 1). In order to minimize distur-
bances from the side and floor wall-generated boundary layers, a 
secondary test section, 24 cm wide· and 45. 7 cm deep, was inserted 
within the main test section {Fig. 2). Both the main test section 
and the secondary test section insert were made of plexi·glass to 
allow detailed visualization studies. 
A honeycomb flow straightener and a splitter platewereused to 
generate a well defined two-dime·nsional mixi_ng layer of two unifonn 
streams within the test section (Fig. 2). Details of the mixing 
laye·r section are given in Ziada and Rockwell {1982), hereafter 
referred to as Z-R. The unstable mixing layer grows and eventually· 
evolves- into a well-defined two-dimensional vortex which subsequently 
impinges on a leading edge. As shown i·n Z~R, the structure of the 
generated vortex remains coherent within. the region -of interest. 
During the course of the experiment, the impingement length and the 
flow speed were kept constant~ The flow speed was fixed at 
u1=18.35 cm/s for the high speed uppe.r layer and u2=6.44 cm/s for the 
-14-
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low speed layer (Fig. 2). This freestream velocity ratio of high to 
low speed layer u1;u2=2.85±_0.05, provid~d well-defined vortices in 
the downstream mixing layer with laminar boundary layers at separa-
tion having momentum thickness 801 =0.62 mm and e02=0.08 rrm, 80 
representing their sum [seep. 81 of Z-R, 1982]. The corresponding 
Reyno 1 ds number based on momentum thickness was given as Re (LlU, 80 ) = 
(u1-u2)e0 /v = 157 or Re(u1;e0 ) = u1e0/v = 239 in Z-R~ The impinge-
ment length was fixed at L/80 = 60 (L=7.8 cm) from the trailing-edge 
of the splitter plate. This impingement length, which was used by 
Kaykayogl u and Rockwell (1983 .. ), hereafter referred to as K-R, 
generated two-dimensional vortex structure impinging upon a very thin 
leading-edge~ Z-R also showed. that at this impingement length, 
and previously noted flow conditions, there was no free surface 
effect on the self-sustained oscillation of the mixing layer. Both 
in Z-R and K-R, the structure of the incident vortex and velocity 
,s 
profile of the flow field is discussed in detail andhencewill be 
omitted here. It is, however, sufficien·t to say t:hat the structure 
of the incident vortex is invarian.t with the transverse offset of 
the leading-edge; moreover the distribution of fluctuating velocity atthe 
vortex frequency utm5 (s) where sis dimensionless frequency, agrees 
well with the Stuart's ·nonlinea.r inviscid model (1967) of vorticity 
concentration of a=0.7. Hence vorte.x-leading edge interaction can 
be studie.d with the safe assumption that the upstream flow conditions 
are no.t effected by the va·rious values of vortex-edge offset. 
, ,,,, 
I 
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For the experiment, three different types of leading-edges were 
used. The first type of leading-edge was a pair of NACA 0012 air-
foils having a length of 12.7 cm and 6.4 cm machined from plexiglas 
·block. It was used for preliminary visualization of the vortex-
leading edge interaction. The airfoil was- free-mounted in the test 
section as shown in Fig. 3. This setup allowed a quick change in 
the angle of attack for the series of flow visualizations. The 
various a.ngles of attack were 0°, 10°, -10°, and -5- 0 • The second 
type of 1 eadi n·g edge was a 5: 1 e 11 i pti ca 1 1 eadi ng edge with semi-
infinite le.ngth trailing edge. Three different edge thicknesses were 
machined from Plexiglas by Bridgeport CNC machines. These v·arious 
thickness (\",. ~", l~") leading edges were used only for visualiza-
tion studies, in order to determine the effect of edge -scale on the 
vortex-leading ed:ge interaction. These le.ading .edges were rigidly 
mounted on a carrier system to allow adjustment along the direc-
tion of the flow as well as across the flow (Fig. 2). The leading 
edge-plate assembly was suspended in the flow field by three brass 
s~pports from the carrier which slides along the top edges of the 
side walls of the test section. 
For pressure measurements, it was necessary to design a special 
leading-edge, having a thickness of one inch and an elliptical (5:1) 
shape. This leading edge contained 26 pressure taps, 12 along the 
top surface, 12 along the bottom surface, and one at the tip of 
-16 .. 
leading edgeo The necessary valving and plumbing fo-r the pressure 
measurement at the individual taps was similar in concept to the lead-
ing edge used by K-R, but was constructed rruch differently (Figure 5). The-
elliptical leading edge section was initially machined from one piece 
of plexiglass (1 11 thick, 911 wide and 511 long). Then the leading 
edge was cut into three pieces to facilitate· plumbing of 1/16" <t> brass 
tubes to transmit the pressure signals from the surface pressure 
taps to the pressure transducer via valves. The l" wide center sec-
tion contained 26 pressure taps along the elliptical contour. To 
avoid possi·ble wake effects from one tap to the next, all the taps 
were staggered by 1/8". Since near the tip, larger pressure gradients 
were presumed to exist, more pressure taps were concentrated there • 
.. The relevant dimensions and detailed drawing of the pressure tap loca-
tions are shown in ·Fig. 5 [4:·l scale]. The pressure taps ..-,ere chosen 
to be 1/32" in diameter in order to minimize the error in pressure 
measurement. For this size opening and water as a fluid medium, 
Vallery (1961) showed that the error in stream-pressure measurement 
for steady flow, in percent of dynamic head (1/2 pU 2 ), was less than 
0.4%. There will be also ·s-ome error in measurement near the tip of 
the leading edge due to sharp inclination of the p·ressure tap hole 
with respect to the surface. Erwin (1964) showed that for the case 
of 45° inclination of ·the tap, static pressure variation of 0.4% 
of· dynamic head can ·result. 
The remaining two side pieces of the elliptical leading edge 
were hollo~ed out to acc.ommodate the brass tubing (Fig. 4). ·once 
the sections of tubing were fitted to the centerpiece, all three 
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pieces were glued back together and filled with slow curing epoxy to 
increase the overall stiffness, and therefore its natural frequency. 
Individual tubes were then connected to the valve assembly body 
{'Fig. 6). The small brass valves in each pressure channel, located 
downstream of the tap, allowed selective measurement of the pressure 
at the desi,ed location. All the pressure signals were then fed 
into a co111T1on pressure manifold where a single pressure transducer 
monitored the selected pressure signal (Figo 7). The completed assem-
bly of the leading edge and pressure measurement section, including 
the mounting pl ate, is shown in Fig. 8. 
For the pressure measurerrents, a Kulite xcs-190 .. 20 differential 
pressure transducer with a Paralene coated diaphragm was selected 
for its small size and high natural frequency of 100 kHz. The pres-
sure signals w~re amplified by a Tektronix, model TM 502 differential 
amplifier and then filtered with Krohn-Hite, mo·del 3700 bandpass 
filter. Nominal filtering frequencies were 0.5 Hz for the low cut 
off point and 6 Hz for the high cutoff point. The nominal frequency 
of interest during the measu.rement was around 4 Hz. Signals were 
monitored by a Tek·tronix 5223 Digitizing Oscilloscope. A DEC-MINC 
mini-computer with 28 Kram and DEC-PDP 11/23 were used for real-time 
spectral analysis. In order to run· the cross--spectrum analysis to 
obtain amplitude and phase i-nfonnation of .the pressure signal, a 
reference signal had to be used. For the reference signal, a DISA 
hot wire probe, connected to a DISA 55001 constant temperature 
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anemometer, was used. The pressure and the velocity signals were 
fed into the microcomputer (Fig. 9). Both signals were first digitized 
by the MINC miniccmputer and the amplitude and rela.tive phase infor-
mation were obtained by cross-spectral analysis. The same type of 
Fast-Fourier Transfonn (FFT) program used by Z-R and K-R allowed the 
cross-spectral analysis between velocity and pressure signals. A 
total of 512 sampling points were allowed by the program for any given. 
run. The sampling interval of 0.039063 seconds was used to obtain 
0.05 Hz resolution. This sampling interval provided a sampling fre-
qu.ency of 13 Hz which was above the Nyquist frequency. Hence the 
aliasing effect was avoided for all cases. The concept of cross-
spectral analysis is shown in Fig. 10. Ensemble averaging was not 
carried out in order to minimize possible error in phase data. 
Since the phase difference from the FFT, 4>p active- 4>p reference, 
lies either in the range of O to ·1r or O to -TI, an actual value close 
to 1r may correspondingly indicate a value close to 1r , while a sub-
sequent run may give an indicated value close to -TI. This will re-
sult in an ensemble-averaged phase value close to zero. In order to 
avoid this problem, data acquisition and reduction were repeated 
separately and then averaged with proper phase interpretation. The 
filters also introduced some phase distortions in the signal which 
may lead to error in the cross-spectrum phase data-. This, however, 
can be avoided in the case of cross-spectral analysis by simply 
- 19.,.. 
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putting both filters for pressure and velocity signals to the same 
low and high cutoff frequencies. Since the cross spectrum phase 
data is the difference in phase angle bet1Neen the active and refer-
ence signal, any common phase shift produced by the filters at the 
same setting will cancel each other out. There was also a major 
concem that the long and small diarreter brass tubes, transmitting 
the pressure signals from the taps to the pressure transducer, may 
introduce undesirable amplitude attenuation and phase distortion. 
A calibration scheme was devised to check this effect. An eccentric 
motor drive was used to displace mass inside a fixed volume container 
to produce static pressure variation. A reference pressure trans-
ducer was mounted rigidly next to the active tap and both signals 
were processed via the same instrumental setup in order to obtai-n 
cro.ss-spectral data (Fig. 11). Two taps (No. 13 & No. 1; Fig. 12) 
were checked since they re_presented the two extreme cases, ;· .e. 
shortest and longest tubes. Both taps were swept with a sinusoidal 
in·put signal of varying frequency from Oto 5 Hz, corresponding to 
the frequency range of interest. The result showed mi.nimal amplitude 
attenuation in the case of tap No. 1 (longest tube) and virtually no 
amplitude distortion for ta.p No. 13 (shortest test tube).· The 
result also showed a maximum phase distortion of O. 18TI at 5Hz for 
tap No .• l and 0.057T for the tap No. 13 (Fig. 12). Both results 
" showed that the original concern was unfounded an·d the resulting 
errors were minimal. 
. .... 
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In order to obtain detailed insight into the vortex-edge inter-
action mechanism, various means of flow visualization were used. To 
clearly see the vortex rollup and its subsequent interaction with 
the leading edge. hydrogen bubble timeline visualization was extensively 
utilized. Hydrogen bubble time 1 ines were generated by a platinum 
wire (0.001"-0.003" ¢,) positioned vertically on a wire probe mount. 
Since the technique of hydrogen bubble visualization is well known, 
only the pertinent details will be discussed. 
The necessary lighting for illuminating the hydrogen bubble 
1 ines was provided by two 90 watt strobascopi c 1 i ghts ( Instrobe 90). 
These strobes were synchronized to the Instar video system to operate 
at a flash duration of ten microseconds at a triggering frequency 
of 120 Hz. The Instar video system was capable of taking video 
pictures at a framing rate of 120 frames per second. The Instar 
system- had horizontal and vertical sweep frequencies of 25.2 kHz and 
·120 Hz respectively, with a resolution of 250 lines. An overall 
view of the typical hydrogen bubble visualization is shown in Fig. 
1.3. Once the video sequences were taken, they were played back 
C? frame by frarTE and then the Nikon F-3 35nm SLR was used to take the 
fina 1 photos from the video screen. 
The hydrogen bubble -wires were located in various positions in 
orcfer to see the details of.the flow field along the top and bottom , 
I 
surfaces of the leading edge (Fig~ 14a,b). Sorretimes, instead of a 
straight wire, a notched wire was used to generate lines of hydroge~ 
p 
. . 
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bubbles. This technique is similar in principal to that of Sd1raub 
et al (1965), but instead of selectively insulating the wire, a 
• 
notched wire was used to generate the hydrogen bubble lines. These 
lines can show the fluid movement nonnal to the flow. By locating 
the notched wire at the tip of the leading edge rather than well 
upstream of it, the secondary vortex formation or interaction down-
stream of the edge can be seen more clearly (Fig. 14c). 
Sometimes food-dye col or was i_njected into the fl ow field for 
preliminary visualization and also to monitor the flow field during 
measurements. Since the food-dye color has relatively neutral 
buoyancy, laying it on the surface of the splitter plate generated 
continuous streaklines (Fig. 14d). The dye injection technique was 
also necessary in the case of simultaneous pressure-flow visualization. 
rtµ. 
In ordertoobtain thetime-phase relatio.nship between the cross 
I\ 
spectrum data and the flow visualization, a split-screen, simultaneous 
pressure-flow visualization had tc be done. The experiment setup is 
clearly illustrated in Fig. 15. Two cameras simultaneously monitor 
,, 
the streakline from the dye injection and the pressure signal -dis-
played on the oscilloscope. As ~entioned previously, since the 
electric·al pulsing of the hydrogen bubble line disturbs the pressure 
signal, only the dye injectio.n could be used. The :requ_ired-lighting 
. 
was provided by a 1009 watt constant intensity studio light, di·ffused 
by- .semi-transparent whtte plastic sheet (Fig. 15}. Once the cross-
spectrum phase data and the flow visualizationwer·e correlated, 
.. 
. •. 
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instantaneous pressure plots, along the leading edge surface, were 
constructed for given time t. The plates and the corresponding pic-
tures were physically related through this technique. This technique 
was used successfully by K-R and further de.tails can be obtained 
from that paper (K-R 1983). Unlike the previous case of cross-spec-
trum analysis, here the phase distortion caused by the filter played 
a significant role. Since only one signal (pressure) is being pro-
cessed through the filter, the high and low cutoff frequencies had to 
be set in such a way as to minimize phase shift from the visualized 
data and the pressure signal. A signal generator was used in con-
junction with the mini-computer to calibrate the filter settings. 
A sinusoidal signal of known phase a.nd frequency was processed 
through the filter-amplifier setup. By checking the phase angle of 
the output signal through the cross-spe·ctral analysis., it was poss.ible 
to obtain the proper setting of the frequency cutoff points for 
minimum phase shift. 
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VORTEX INTERACTION WITH A LEADING-EDGE OF FINITE THICKNESS 
Preliminary Visualization of a Concentrated Vorticity-edge Interaction at a Single Frequency 
As discussed in the introduction, the case of vortex-thin leading-
edge interaction was studied in detail by Z-R and K-R. In this inves-
tigation, the case of interaction between concentrated vorticity 
field and a finite thickness leading-edge was investigated. The 
visualization study was performed for two different geometries; a 
5: l e 11 i pti cal leading-edge and a finite length ai rf oi 1 ( NACAOOl 2). 
This preliminary visualization showed that the vortex-edge interaction 
process was substantially different from the thin leading-edge vor-
tex interaction. In the case of thin leading-edge vortex interac-
tion proc~ss there was a clear "splitting_" of the incident vortex 
with fractjons of it pa·ssing above and below the edge, The primary 
vortex interaction with the leading-edge produced a pronounced secon-
dary vortex of opposite circulation on the lower surface of the 
leading-edge. K-R found that there was sweeping of the viscous layer 
about the tip from the top to bottom; this process, caused by a 
strong induced flOII between the primary vortex and th.e tip, directly 
led to the f onnat ion of a secondary vortex. 
In the case of a vortex i"ncident upon a 5:1 ellipti.cal leading-
edge, a substantially different interaction process takes place. 
Figure 16 show a primary vortex, rotating in the clockwise direction, 
impinging on the leading edge. The vortex is initially in line with 
,. , 
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the edge (i.e. ~/2T=O where~ is the transverse edge-vortex offset 
and 2T is the edge thickness); however, as it approaches the leading-
edge, its center moves slightly below the centerline of the leading-
edge. This slight deviation of the incident vortex causes the major 
porti·on of it to dive below the leading-edge. In the third photo, 
one can see the start of the primary vortex-induced flCM separation 
,~~ 
from the underside of the leading-edge. The separation process leads 
to fonnation of the secondary vortex. Once fanned, the secondary 
vortex moves downstream with the same phase speed as the correspond-
ing primary-vortex. Meanwhile, along the upper surface, only a 
small fraction of the incident primary vo.rtex is swept upward. Since 
the mean velocity of the fluid above the leading-edge is still greater 
than the. velocity of the fluid be 1 ow the lea di ng-e.dge, the portion 
of the primary vortex above the edge is rapidly accelerated along 
the upper surface. 
Figure 17 shows a simplified schematic of the incident vortex 
wave and the l<Mer surface pressure wave at the leading-edge. This 
sirfl)lified diagram shows that the downstream travellin.g wave has 
characteristic wavelength Ai and convective speed C2 , which can be 
linked to the characteristic incident vortex wave (Av' Cv). Figure 
18 shCMs a wider view of the flow field upstream of the leading-
edge. Instead of using finely-pulsed hydrogen bubble lines, a block 
of hydrogen bubbles is us_ed to sho~ the successive interaction of the 
vortices with the leading-edge. The sequence of the photos shows 
,; 
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that the wavelength of the primary vortices is of the order of 
twice the thickness of the leading-edge. It is interesting to note 
that the secondary vortex, once formed, continues to travel along 
the bottom surface of the leading-edge as it is swept dCMnstream, 
nested within its corresponding primary vortexo Once again, one can 
clearly see that only a fraction of the primary vortex is swept above 
the leading-edge allowing the distorted primary vortex to remain 
relatively intact along the lower surface. 
Figure 19 shows the same interaction process as in Figures 16 
and 18 but a notched wire, instead of a straight wire, is used to 
generate the lines of hydrogen bubbles. As discussed in the previous 
section, this technique can shCM the fluid movement nonnal to the 
flow. The wire is located at the tip of the leading-edge rather 
than well upstream of it. Locating the wire well upstream of the 
edge may show the primary vortex roll-up and the initial interactions 
with the leading-edge, but locating the wire at the tip of the edge 
brings o.ut the features of.the secondary vortex fonnati"on and inter-
action occurring downstream of the· edge more clearly·. The first 
photo shows the continued roll-up of distorted primary vortex as well 
as the fonnation of a secondary vortex on the lower surface of the 
edge. The following photos show that this prirnary-secondary vort.ex 
pair travels downstream along the lower surface of the edge, in much 
the same manner as shown in previous photos. However, on the upper 
side of the leading-edge, one can only see a slight deviation of the 
' .· 
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streakline pattenis. There is no evidence of any further roll-up 
of the primary vortex on the upper side. Clearly most of the inci-
dent vortex is swept below the leading edge as suggested in Figures 
16 and 18. 
These series of photos suggest that when the scale of the primary 
vortex is suffici·ently small with respect to the thickness of the 
leading-edge, a major portion of the incident vortex will dive below 
the tip rather than "split'' i'nto two primary vo·rtices as in the case 
of thin leading-edge vortex interaction. There is also no 11sweeping 11 
of the fluid from the upper ·to lower surface of the edge, at least for 
the vortex scale examined here. The Reynolds number based on leading-
edge thickness and average velocity (U1+U2)/2 for the case examined 
was 240.0. At this Reynolds number, the leading-edge separation lead-
ing to the secondary vortex formation was caused only by the qdverse 
pressure gradient of the incident vortex. 
In the next se·ries of the prelirninary investigation, a finite 
length airfoil (NACA 0012) replaced. the 5:1 elliptical leading-edge. 
The thickness of the leading edge of the airfoil was about o.ne-half 
that of the elliptical leading .. edge. The upst·ream flow· conditions and 
the scale of the incident primary vorte-x were kept constant. The Rey-
nolds number based on airfoil chord C and average velocity'(U1+U2·)/2 
was 7740. Fi·gure 20 shows a vortex incident upon the ai·rfoil at 
0° angle of attack with respect to the free stream. A pulsed 
wire technique was used to obtain long duration- pulses with shorter 
· duration timelines embedded within them •. The first. 
phot9 sho~s the front edge of the bubble lines 
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being di started by the leading-edge of the ai rfoi 1. The second 
photo clearly shows the flCM speed difference between the upper and 
lCMer surface of the airfoil; the front edge of the bubble patch 
has advanced further on the upper surface than the lower surface. 
The fourth photo clearly shows the splitting of the primary vortex 
on the upper and lower side of the airfoil. The upper part of the 
primary vortex continues to grow and move close to the surface of 
the ai rfoi 1, while the bottom part of the primary vortex induces fl ow 
separat,~on. In the subsequent photos, the formation and growth of 
the secondary vortex is clearly evident. 
In comparison with the thicker 5: l e 1 ·1 i pti ca 1 leading-edge, 
there is a well-defined "splitting'' of the incident vortex and for-
mation of a re-latively large-scale secondary vortex. Figure 21 
examines the same interaction process but focusses on the growth 
of the primary vortex along the upper side of the airfoil using the 
pulsed bubble wire located at the tip of the leading-edge. This 
was done to check wheth·er the primary vortex a 1 ong the upper surface 
continues to "roll-up" as it moves down:stream. This continued roll-
up process is evident by follavving photos 1 through 4. The ·primary 
vortex, though distorted continues to roll~up despite the presence 
of the solid boundary and stays along the upper surface of the airfoil. 
Next, in order to detennine the effect of angle of attack on 
the interaction process, various values of angle of attack a. were 
tried (a~--10°, -5°, 10°). Figure 22 shows the case ·of a=-10°; this 
I 
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relatively large negative angle of attack induced early flow separa-
tion from the leading-edge region. TIie photos show the secondary 
vortex fonnation and subsequent breakdown of the primary-secondary 
vortex pair. Figure 23 shows closeup visualization of the salll! 
interaction process. One can see that once the secondary vortex for-
mation occurs, the primary-secondary vortex pair moves down away from 
the surface of the airfoil; this is in contrast to Figure 21 where 
the primary-secondary vortex pair moves along the surface of the air-
foil. The scale of the secondary vortex in this case also seems to 
be of the order of the primary vortex. Tilis can be seen in Figure 
23 as well as in Figure 24 where a wider view of the interaction pro-
cess is shown. 
If the wire is located at the tip of the airfoil, a more inter-
esting detai 1 in the flow structure can be examined. Figure 25 shows 
a case of a=-5°. This series shows the nature of the unsteady separ-
ation zone in the leading-edge region prior to and after the arrival 
of the incident vortex. In the first photo, flow separati.on due to 
the adverse pressure gradient caused by the negative angle of attack 
can be seen. This process takes place before the arrival of the pri-
mary vortex. In the third and subsequent photos one can again see 
a separation process from the leading edge, this time due to the. 
primary vortex. Tilis process leads to the fonnati on of two secondary 
vortices along the bottom surface of the airfoil. In the fifth 
photo one can see simultaneously the distorted prima'.Y vortex along 
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the top and bottom surface of the airfoil as well as the two secon-
dary vortices, one due to angle of attack ex and the other to the 
outside separation from the edge caused by the primary vortex-edge 
interaction. In the sixth and seventh photos, one can see that the 
stronger secondary vortex due to the primary vortex entrains the first 
secondary vortex and the two combine while the distorted primary vor-
tex continues to travel along the upper and lower surfaces. Figure 
26 shows the case of positive angle of attack (cx=l0°). The first photo 
of the series shows the initial reaction of the incident primary vor-
tex as well as the previous distorted primary vortex on the upper 
side. The second photo shows the splittin-g of the primary vortex 
and continued gro·wth of the scale of distorted primary vortex. The 
sixth and seventh photos show smaller scale vortex. shedding upstream 
of the di:storted· primary vortex along the upper surface. It it not 
clear, however, whether this secondary vortex fonnati on is due to 
the angle of attack or induced by the primary vortexo 
Effect of Edge Thickness Scale on the Inte·racti on Process 
The previous studies of the vortex-leading edge interaction 
process seem to indicate the importance of e.dge thickness (scale) 
relative to the incident vo·rticity field on the interaction process. 
To date, however, no detailed studies have been done to actually 
detenni ne the effect of edge thickness scale on vortex-leading-edge 
interaction. The preliminary visualization seems to indicate that 
there is a direct relationship between the edge thickness and the 
incident vortex distortion process~ In the case.of a 5:1 elliptical (). . 
.', .• 0 ·y 
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leading-edge, the majority of the incident primary vortex passes 
below the edge surface. On the other hand, in the case of the air-
foil having half the thickness of the 5:1 elliptical leading-edge, 
there was a clear "splitting'' or "severing" of the incident vortex 
much 1 i ke the case of thin leading-edge-vortex interaction. In 
order to investigate the effect of edge scale further, three 5:1 
elliptical leading-edges of different thickness were used for visual-
ization studies (2T=l/4", 1/2", l 1/2"). Since the physical thickness 
of the edge itself, without considering the relative scale of the 
incident vorticity field, is meaningless, we introduce a parameter 
known as the "vorticity thickness", designated by tiw •. The vorticity 
thickness can be defined as, 
l1w = !1U 
-(~) 
dy max 
where tiU is the velocity difference Ui-U2 between the upper and lower 
surface of the mixing layer and (i....dU) corresponds to the maximum 
~ max .• 
slope of the mean velocity profile across the mixing layer. Z-R have 
experimentally measured the rrean velocity profile across the wake 
region of the mixing 1 ayer and fount it to be in good agreement with 
the exact solution of the Stuarts nonlinear model at vorticity con-
centration parameter of a.=0.7. From the graph of y/eR vs. 2(.U-Ua/tiU), 
a maximum slope (dii/dy)max can be found graphically. Then, using 
the previous definition,the vorticit~, thickness tiw can be calculated, 
,J 
'<"· r. . 
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For the given experimental conditions, the value of vorticity thick-
.. 
ness tiw turns out to be approximately 9 mm. If the exact solution 
of themean velocity profile from Stuart's model, 
~ = U + sinh(2ny/A) 
a [l-cx2+s i nh 2 ( 21TY /n) ]! 
is us-ed to obtain the maxi mum slope, 
( d jj / dy ) a X = ~ U '1T · ! 
m A(l-a 2 ) 
then the theo~tical ,value of 11w can be calculated. Using the vorti-
city concentration parameter of ct=0.7 and the experimentally measured 
wavelength· A=35 mm for the given incident vorticity field, ~w is 
found to be approximately 8 mm. This value is in good agreement 
with the previously obtained tiw of 9 nm. 
The circulation of the incident vorticity field can also be 
easily calcul~.ted by integrating across the flow over one wavelength 
A to obta i n ,_ 
The absolut~ value of the circulation r is calculated to be 41.7 
cm2/s. The value of the circulation can be nondimensionalized by 
using previously obtained value of ~w, 
r* = JLL. = ~ = f( ... ) = 3.9 
~w~U- ~w ·a· 
· .. '-' 
. . .. 
-,,. ' "-1. • {\ >,~... .. ... 
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where r*, a nondimensionalized circulation becomes a function only 
of a, the vorticity concentration factor. NCM the physical thickness 
of the edge can be transfonned 1D the more rreani ngful nondimensi ona l i zed 
value of 2T/~w, where 2T is the actual thickness of the leading-edge 
as stated previously. The edge thickness can also be nondi·mensional-
ized with respect to eR the local morrentum thickness at the stream-. ) 
wise station lle0 upstream of the leading-edge (e0 is the sum of 
momentum thickness at the higher-speed side (e 01 ) and the roomen.tum 
thickness at the l<Mer speed side (e02 ))a The corresponding values 
of 2T/eR for the three edge thickness are 3.30, 6.7, and 20.l. Fig-
ure 27 shows the vortex interaction with 5:l elliptical leadi·ng-edge 
for 2T/!Jw=0.7. In comparison, the elliptical leading-edge used in 
the preliminary visualization study would correspond to 2T/6w=2.8o 
One can clearly see the dramatic effect of the e.dge thickness (scale) 
on the interaction process. In this case, the primary vortex splits • 
almost equally above and below the leading-edge. This is in sharp 
contrast to the thicker edge of 2T/Llw=2.8o The secondary vortex for-
mation be.low the edge su·rface, however, does not differ markedly 
from the previous case. The lONer part of the distorted primary 
vortex induces the fonnation of secondary vortex and the primary-
secondary vortex pair travels downstream relatively intact. In the 
case of thicker leading~edge of 2T/~w=1,4, almost the same interaction 
process takes place. Figure 28 again shows the "severing'' of the 
incident vortex and subsequent formation of the secondary vortex 
,. along the lower surface of the leading-edge. · One can note that 
-'\, ·._ .. · 
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even at thi-s thickness (scale), the apparent size of the vortex 
seems to be of the same order as the thickness of the leading-edge. 
However, when the edge thickness is substantially increased as 
in the case of 2T/Llw=4.2, a much different interaction process takes 
place. Figure 29 shONs that the incident primary vortex is no longer 
severed by the leading-edge. For that matter, all of the (marked) 
incident primary vortex dives belCM the leading-edge and though dis 
tarted, remains relatively intact as it travels downs-tream. The 
fonnation of the secondary vortex, however, does n.ot seem to differ 
much from any of the previous cases. Figure 30 shows the overview 
of the effect of edge thickness on the interaction by comparing 
three different thicknesses side by side. In conclusion, one can 
see that when ·the thickness of the leading-edge remains relati·vely 
small, the interaction process emulates that of the thin leading-
edge interaction process, except that the-re is no longer "sweeping" 
of.the flow from the top to the bottom. However, when the thicknes.s 
scale becomes relatively large with respect to the incident vortex, 
then a different proc·ess takes place; most or all of the tncident 
vortex dives below the surface of the leading-edge. lhe fonnation 
and the scale of the secondary vortex, on the other hand, do not 
seem to be effected by the edge thickness scale. Judging from the 
previous -studies, the edge offset rather than the thicknes-s (scale) 
seems to have a md .. re drastic effect on the formation of the secondary 
vortex. 
' " 
., . ~ . 
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Effect of Edge Offset on the Interaction Process 
As discussed earlier, Knisely and Rockwell (1979) found that 
the interaction dynamics uf the vortex-comer impingement case were 
very sensitive to the alignment between the corner and the vortex. 
In the case where the comer and the center of the incident vortex 
were nearly aligned, "severing" of the vortex and generati_on of the secon-
dary vortex. occurred on the vertical wall •. Z-R also found that the 
alignment of the thin leading-edge and the incident vortex center 
had a strong influence on the int·eraction process. Z-R found that 
the strength and the relati·ve scale of the secondary vortex was 
greater for the case where the center of the incident vortex passed 
slightly above the leading-edge. Clearly all these studies have 
shown that the edge offset relative to the oncoming vortex plays an 
important role in the interaction process. 
For this investigation, cases of three different offsets for 
the 5:1 elli~ical leading-edge were examined. The edge offset, 
relative to the center of theincidentvortex,iscenotedas ~-(Figurel7) 
and is nondimensionalized with respect to the edge thickness 2T. The 
nondimensional thickness for the 5:l elliptical leading e-dge used 
for this study is 2T/~w=2.8. Figure 31 shows the interaction process 
for zero offset case of ~/2T=O. This series of photos is very simi-
lar to that of Figures 16, 18 and 19. A block of hydrogen -bubble 
lines is generated upstream of the leading-edge to show the i"ncident 
vortex and the subs~quent edge~impingement process. One can clearly 
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see the distortion of the incident primary vortex and subsequent 
separation of the flow near the tip of th~ leading-edge. The for-
mation of the secondary vortex is well defined in the latter part of 
the series. For this offset case and thickness scale, all of the 
incident primary vortex dives below the leading-edge and the 0 split-
ting" process does not occuro Figure 32 shows a series of photos of 
finely pulsed hydrogen bubble lines generated at the tip of the leading-
edge. One can see a slight distortion of the boundary layer above 
the leading-edge but clearly no part of the primary vortex is visible. 
The secondary vortex, once generated, stays close to the lower sur-
face of the edge and travels downstream, nested within the primary 
vortex. Figure 33 shows the same interaction process using the 
continuous hydrogen bubble lines instead of finely pulsed lines. 
Not much. more infonnation is evident in this series except one can 
clearly see the secondary vortex generation and the boun-dary· layer 
development above the lea ding-edge. 
In the next series of pictures a slightly positive offset case 
of· ~/2T=O. l is exarnined. Figure 34 shows a sequence of photos soTIE-
what similar to the previous series. 
ference between the two offset ca.ses. 
There is, however, some dif-
In this case of slightly · 
positi·ve·offset, the generation of the secondary vortex is suppres,sed 
and the roll-up process of t·he secondary vortex is· not as well defined. 
Again, all of the incident primary vortex pass·es below the leading-
edge surface and no action can be seen abo~e the edge. Fig~re 35 
.. ' 
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shows that, in this offset case, the flow along the upper ~urface 
of the leading edge is not at all disturbed by the vortex impinge-
ment. The secondary vortex also does not complete the roll-up pro-
ces·s and disintegrates downstream of the edge. A similar process 
can also be seen in Figure 36. Thus, much like the findings of Z-R, 
the positive offset case produces a much less wel 1-defi'ned and weaker 
secondary vortex and all of the incident primary vortex passes below 
the leading-edge. Also, as is evident from the pictures, a slight 
cha·nge in the offset produces a significantly different interaction 
process, i.e. for the case of negative offset corresponding to ~/2T= 
-0.4. 
Figure 37 shows that for the case of negative offset the inci-
dent vortex is relatively undisturbed by the solid boundary. The 
primary vortex moves away from the leading-ed_ge as it travels down-
stream, and continues t.o roll-up. Figure 38 shows this process 
even more clearly. The primary vortex i's relatively undistorted 
and rapidly moves away from the upper surf ace of the edge; as it 
travels downstream, there is no evidence of any secondary vortex for-
mation at any time during the interaction process. The same i·nfor-
mation can also be gathered from Figure 39. It is not clear, how-
ever, why the incident vortex, instead of defonning against the 
solid boundary, moves away from the surface. Perhaps the incident 
vortex causes a separation at the tip of the leadi.ng-ed_ge and the 
{ . 
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ensuing rapid boundary layer growth moves it away from the surface. 
The pictures themselves, however, do not offer sufficient infonna-
• tion to confinn this. In Figures 40, 41 and 42, all different off-
set cases· are compared side by side for different hydrogen bubble 
visualization techniques. It is clear from these series of pictures 
that the edge offset, relative to the center of incident vortex, 
has a much stronger effect on the formation of the secondary vortex 
than the effect of edge thickness (scale). Now the effect of edge 
offset on the interaction process can be further studied by examin-
ing the mean and instantaneous pressures along the surface of the 
leading-edge. 
Amplitude and Phase Variations of the Pressure in Leading-
Edge Region 
The ampli'tude and ph·ase distribu-tion of the fluctuating pressure 
field along the lower and upper sides of the edge is obtained from 
the cross-spectral analysis described in the section on the experi-
.mental system and technique. Figure 43 shows the variation of the 
pressure amplitude and phase along the lower and upper surfaces of 
the 1 eadi ng-edge for the. three different. offs~ cases ( ~/2T = 0, 0. l, 
-0.4) discussed previously. The corresponding pictures are -represen-
tative photos taken at time t/T = 0 where Tis the period -of the 
vortex shedding cycle. Tine t=O is arbitrarily chosen as the instant 
when the incident vortex is jus·t impinging on th.e leading-edge. 
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The upper and 1 ower surface pressures are respectively denoted as 
~ ~ ~ 
Pu and Pi. The value of Pmax corresponds to the maximum n15 pressure 
value for each offset case. Symbol X represents the linear distance 
along the centerline of the leading-edge and is non-dirrensionalized 
with respect to T, the .half thickness of the edge. For the case of 
~/2T=O, along the upper surface, the pressure amplitude rapidly 
decreases along the downstream direction. The amplitude decreases 
so charply that beyond X/T=2.5 no meaningful infonnation could be 
gathered. The phase <PPu' on the other hand, jumps by more than 7T 
along the tip region then remains relatively constant. In order to 
interpret this infonnation we need to examine the following equation 
where C is the wave propagation or convective speed,:\ is the wave-
length and f is the frequencyo Thus relatively constant phase ¢ or 
d<1>u,t/dx "' O corresponds to very high propagation speed on the upper 
surface of the edge. This can be directly related to the phy$ics 
• • I 
of the flow. From the previous visualiza·tions one can see that the 
major portion, if not all, of the incident primary vortex passes 
below the edge surface. Hence, along the upper surface there is no 
w·avelike motion and from potenti"-al flow theory one can deduce that 
the upstream perturbation translates to a simultaneous loading of 
' 
all the pressure taps along the upper surface of the edge. This, 
in turn, would lead to a seemingly constant phase along the upper 
surface. The lower-surface, however, .s.hows a markedly di,fferent ·. 
. 't ~ ' 
.. result .. The maximum pressure amplitude occurs at X/T=O.O. (steady 
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flow stagnation point), peaks again at X/T=0.4, and then decreases 
downstream. The reason for the second peak at X/T=0.4 may be due 
• 
to separation and onset of the secondary vortex fonnation near that 
location. The phase, on the other hand, continues to increase down-
stream at the tip region. The wave propagation speed C1 , calculated 
from the mean phase speed, agrees well with that value obtained 
from the actual visualization data. From the change in the slope 
dcpt/dx, one can see that the flow is i ni ti ally accelerated at the 
tip region than is decelerated along the region of decreasing curva-
ture (i.e. decreasing favorable pressure gradient). 
The p0c:;itive offset case of ~/2T=O. l produces a slightly dif-
ferent result. Along the upper surface, again there is a rapidly 
decreasing pressure amplitude and a relatively constant phase. The 
same ·explan.ation applies to this case as in the previous ·offset case. 
Along the lower surface, the phase data seems to be very similar 
to the no offset case. Again, the calculated wave propagation speed 
is in good agreement :with the actual data obtained from the. vi·sual-
_./ 
ization. The pressure amplitude, on the other hand, diffJrs slightly 
from the previous case; the maximum pressure amplitude, instead of 
occurring at X/T=O.O occurs at X/T=O.l. This can be explained by 
noting that the slight positive offset causes the incident primary 
vortex to irJl)inge slightly below the tip of the leading edge; this 
causes the peak pressure to occur s 1 i ghtly downstream of the steady 
flow stagnation point. 
,. .~- :)'. ,( 
.. 
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Tile last offset case of ~/2T=-0.4 produces quite a different 
res·ult. As expected, along the lower surface, the pressure amplitude 
rapidly decreases to a very small value and the phase variation 
remains relatively constant. Since no part of the incident primary 
vortex passes below the leading-edge, the same explanation as in 
the two previous cases can be applied. The vortex dynamics along 
the upper surface dominates the interaction. The maximum pressure 
amplitude occurs at X/T=0.8; this location corresponds to the pri-
mary vortex impi ngerrent region. Why the·re is such a sha·rp decrease 
in the amplitude past X/T=2.0 is not very clear. Perhaps the fact 
that the primary vortex moves away from the surface downstream of 
X/T=2.0 may explain the afl1)litude resulto The phase variation, on 
the other hand, is very similar to those of two previous cases. The 
only difference is that instead of covering 8n, this case only covers 
4n, indicating a substantially longer wavelength. The visualization 
result s·eems to confirm ·this observation. The reason for the drastic 
1 
~ 
change in the wavelength may be attributed to the nature of the 
experimental set up which generates the mixing layer. Since the 
extreme negative offset forces the vortex to travel along the upper 
surface of the leading-edge, where the flow speed is substantially 
higher than that of below, elongation of the vortex wavelength may 
occur. Ingeneral,onecanseethat the resultant amplitude and phase 
variations along the edge surface for the three offs.et cases. agree 
well w·ith the physics of the flow and the visualization data. 
.. 
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So far, only the nondimensionalized pressure amplitude has been 
discussed. But one may wonder what the actual amplitude of the 
pre-sures are and also their relative differences for the various 
offsets. Figure 44 shCMs a comparison of the pressure amplitude 
along the leading-edge for three different offset cases where the 
pressure amplitude i·s nondimensiona1ized with respect to the abso-, 
lute maximum of the nns pressure amplitude PM among the three off-
sets. The maximum pressure amplitude occurs at X/T=O of the zero 
offset case, i.e. ~/2T=O. One can see that the overall amplitude 
along the upper and l~er surfaces is distributed dif~rently ~r 
each offset case. For the zero offset case the maximum amplitude occurs 
at the center tap and then the amplitude rapidly delreases downstream 
of the tip region. For the positive offset case the maximum occurs 
slightly dow·n.stream of t·he center tap and then gradual 1y decreases • 
• 
It is obvious that downstream of the tip region the pressure amp 1 i tude 
along the lower surface of the edge is generally greater for the pos-
i ti ve offset case than the zero offset caseo In comparison to the 
two previous offset cases, the negative offset produces the smallest 
overall pressure amplitude. However, in general the maximum pressure 
amplitude for all offset cases were of the same order of magnitude. 
The actual values of the maximum pressure amplitude ;·_n pascals for 
each offset case of ~/2T=O, 0.1, -0.4 are respectively 1.95, 1.50 and 
. 
0.86. Using l/2pU2avg to make them dimensionql, the pressure ampli-
tudes are 0.25, o. 19 and 0.11. 
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Instantaneous Pressure Fields 
Utilizing the sane technique successfully employed by K-R, 
it is possible to construct the instantaneous pressure field on the 
upper and lower surfaces of the leading-edge at successive instants 
time oft; t=O is chosen arbitrar·ily as the instant in time just 
before the distortion of the primary vortex due to the impingement 
process. In each composite showing the instantaneous pressure field, 
and corresponding flCM visualization (Figures 45 through 62), the 
instantaneous distribution of the pressure waves along the upper 
and lower surfaces of the edge and the photos of the interaction 
process at that instant are given at five. values of time t over 
the oscillation cycle period T (t=O, 1/ST, 2/5T, 3/ST, 4/5T). The sym-
bol P(x) denotes the nns pressure amplitude envelope which is a 
function of the distance x only and the P'{x,t) denotes the instan-
taneous pressure which is a function of the distant x as well as the 
time t. The corresponding nondimensional distance along the- center-
line of the edge x/T is indicated on the pressure plot as well as 
on the photos. Figure 45 shONs the cas.e of ~/2T=O. Along the upper 
surface, the pressure amplitude is relatively small and constant 
(i.e. no wavelike motion), ·on the other hand, along the lower sur-
face, one can clearly see the propagating pressure wave as a function 
of tine. The pressure plot corresponding to the thi·rd photo of 
flow S'eparation at t=2/5T shows a maximum negative pressure near 
the separation point. As expected,. the onset of the separation 
' 
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process produces the maximum instantaneous pressure at that location • 
.... 
The lack of wave-like motion along the upper surface of the edge 
can· be attributed to the major share of incident vortex passing 
below the edge. 
Figure 46, for the case of s/2T=O. l, shows a similar result, 
Along the upper surface, the pressure amplitude is again ·very small 
and relatively constant. Along the lower surface the same basic 
propagating pressure wave as a function of time t can be seen. Com-
paring the plot of the two offset cases, however, one can. see that 
the_ zero offset case seems to produce pressure waves of shorter 
wavelength evidenced by more cycles covered along t:he sane di"stance. 
Thfs is not evident in the corresponding photos. H·owever, further down-
stream the positive offset case shows a faster advancing primary-
secondary vortex pai·r relative to the zero offset case, reflecting the 
. . 
l anger wave length of the v-orti ces. 
The case of negative offset ~/2T=-0 .• 4 produces a similar result 
except tha·t the wavelength is significantly longer than for th.e pre-
vious two cases. This time, the pressure amplitude along the lower 
surface is relatively small and const·ant. Again no wave-like motion 
can be seen since the phase remains relatively constant along ·the 
lower surface. The upper surface plot shows the peak pressure loca-
ti ans approxima·tely corresponding to the centers of the i nci de.nt 
vortic~s. On~ can also see that only about two cycles (or 47r) is 
covered along the L:pper surface. The corresponding pictures also 
,'I,.. ····t 
show the significantly longer wavelength between the vortices. In 
all offset cases, however, the frequency f remains relatively con-
stant; only the wavelength changes. The remaining Figures 48 
• 
through 62 show the instantaneous pressure fields and corresponding 
three types of visualization of the flow field at three different 
offsets. 
., 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Overall, the mixing layer generated vortex, interacting with 
either the 5:1 elliptical leading-edge or the finite-length airfoil, 
produces a different result from the interaction process involving 
a thin leading-edge. The interaction process for· both the ellipti-
cal leading-edge and the airfoil leads to the distortion of the pri-
mary vortex and subsequent formation of a secondary vortex for 
the range of offset cases examined except for the negative offset 
case of ~/2T=-0.4. The secondary vortex fonnati on process differs 
from that o.f the thin leading-edge case. Unlike the thin leading-
edge case where there is 11sw·eeping 11 of flCM about the tip leading 
to induction of fluid from top surface to bottom surface and subse-
quent formation of a secondary vortex, the case of the more "blunt'' 
leading-edge vortex interaction produces a secondary vo·rtex without 
the sweeping of the flow about the tip regions. The impinging pri-
mary vortex induces a strong instantaneous adverse pressure gradient 
along the lower surface of the edge; this leads to separation o·f 
the wall .vi·scous layer and subsequent formation of a secondary vor-
tex of opposite sense. 
The actual distortion process o·f the incident vortex, on the 
other hand, is similar for the two cases for certain edge thickness 
scales. In the thin leading~edge case, one can clearly see the 
"splitti·ng" of th,e primary vortex to upper and lower portions of 
. -~· . "' 
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the edge surface. For the 5:1 elliptical leading-edge, if the edge 
scale thickness is sufficiently small compared to the incident vor-
tex scale (i.e. 2T/crw ~ lo4), then a similar severing of the inci-
dent primary vortex occurso However, if the edge scale thickness 
becomes large with respect to the scale of incoming vorticity field, 
then the major portion of the incident vortex passes below the leading-
edge surface. The thicker edge also produces a stronger vortex 
"image effect" upstream of the tip in such a way that the incident 
vortex begins to dive early as it approaches the tip of the leading-
edge; this effect was not noticeable for the thinner leading-edges. 
Hence the edge thickness scale strongly affects the trajectory and 
distortion of the incident primary vortex during and after the 
impingement process. The generation of the secondary vortex, on 
the other hand, does not .seem to be significantly affected by the 
various thicknesses of the leading-edges. The scale and the roll-up 
process of the secondary vortex remains relatively constant for all 
the edge thickness scales examined. 
,• -
.. ' 
In contrast, the transverse offset of the edge with respect to 
the center of the incident vortex has a strong effect on the genera-
ti on of the secondary vortex. For the zero offset case (~/2T=O), 
almost all of the incident vortex dives be.low the surface and produces 
a stron.g secondary vortex along the lower surface of the edge·. For 
the pas i ti ve offset case ( ~/2T::;Q. 1), a 11 of the incident vortex 
dives below the surface and t.he impingement point moves downstream 
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of the tip of the edge. The secondary vortex breaks down before 
I 
1 
the roll-up.process is completed. In the case of ~/2T=~0.4, all of 
. the (marked) incident vortex passes above the plate relatively undis-
.,.. 
tarted and moves away from the surface downstream of the edge: no 
apparent secondary vortex generation can be detected from the visual-
ization. The pressure amplitude and phase data seem to reflect the 
physics of the flow discussed above~ For both cases of ~/2T=O and 
~/2T=O.l, along the upper surface where no significant portions of 
the primary vortex pass by, the phase remains relatively constant .• 
The instantaneous _pressure data also shows this lack of wave-
1 i ke motion along the upper surface of the edge. Along the lower sur-
face, however, there is a definite increase in the phase in downstream 
direction and the corresponding instantaneous pressure plot exhibits 
a travelling wave-like motion as a function of timel! The ·nns pressure 
amplitude along th·e top and bottom edge surfaces for the two offset 
-cases- are of the sarre order but distributed diffe·rently; the peak 
,. 
amplitude occurs at x/T=O.O for the zero offset case and at the X/T= 
0.25 for the positive offset case. The amplitude values downstream of 
the leading-edge is al so greater for the pas i ti ve offset case compared 
to the negative offset case~ The case of negative offset (c;/2T=-0.4) 
shows a similar cha.racteristic as the two previous cases, but in 
reverse; the upper surface show·s an ever-increasi·ng phase and corre-
sponding wave-like motion of the instantaneous pressure-,as a function 
of time, whereas the lower surface shows a constant phase and pressure 
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amplitude. Hence, one can conclude that the unsteady pressure 
fields exhibit wave-like motion in agreement with the convection of 
• 
the vortex instability and lack of such connection leads to nearly 
constant streaJTMise phase of the pressure field which provides large 
1 oca l loading there. 
.. 
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Proposed Investigation 
In the previous investigation a single rrM of concentrated vor-
tices interacting with the leading-edge was examined. In many prac-
tical situations, however, the impingement process involves more than 
one row of vortices. For the case of two rows of vortices of oppo-
site sense, it would be interesting to see how the impingement pro-
cess of one row affects the other row, or how the simultaneous impinge-
ment of the two rows of vortices a 1 ters the interaction process. 
This can be done by using a thin plate upstream of the leading-edge 
to generate a van Kannan vortex street. This set-up wi 11 produce 
two rows of vortices of opposite sense for the impingement process. 
The various edge offsets would probably have a drastic effect on the 
distortion or subsequent agglomeration of the two rows of vortices 
following the impingement upon the edgeo Both the visualization and 
pressure and phase measurements can be carried out to understand 
the details of the interaction mechanisms. The shedding frequency 
of the von Karman vortex street can be changed by increasing or decreas-
ing the fl ow speed a·s well as by changing ·the thickness of the plate 
from which sheddi.ng occurs. Using this method, one would be able 
to see the effect of different Reynolds numbers and frequencies of vor-
tex streets on the interaction process. It would also be interesting 
to observe the effect of al 1 these parametric vari·ations on the 
subhannonic and hannonic components of the pressure field. Proper 
filtering, in conjunction with cross spectral ana.lysi's, can allow char-
acterization of the. pressure amplitude and' phase of the subharmonic 
and harmonic components. 
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Figure 51. Instantaneous pressure ffelds and three different visualizations of 
corresponding flow field at t==3T/5 (~/2T=O). 
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Figure 520 Instantaneous pressure fields and three- different visualizations of 
corresponding flow field at t=4T/5· (~/2T=O). 
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Figure 53. Instantaneous pressure fields and three different visualizations of 
corresponding flow field at t=O (~/2T=0.1}o 
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Figure 54. Instantaneous pressure fields and three different visualizations of 
corresponding flow field at t=T/5 ((/2T=Oo 1). 
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Figure 55. Instantaneous pressure fields and three different visualizations of 
corresponding flow field at t~2T/5 (~/2T=O. 1). 
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Figure 560 Instantaneous pressure fields and three different visualizations of 
correspond·ing flow field at t=3T/5 (~/2T=0.1). 
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Figure 57. Instantaneous pressure fields and three different visualizations of 
corresponding flow field at t=4T/5 (~/2T=Oo1). 
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Figure 58. Instantaneous pressure fields and three different ~isualizations of 
corresponding flow fiel~ at t=O (~/2T=-0.4). 
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Figure 59. Instantaneous pressure fields and three different visualizations of 
corresponding flow field at t=T/5 (~/2T=-0,4). 
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Figure 60. Instantaneous pressure fields and three different visualizations of 
corresponding flow field at t=2T/5 (~/2T=~0.4)g 
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Figure 62. Instantaneous pressure fiel.ds and three different visualizations of 
corresponding flow field at t=4T/5 (~/2T=-0.4). 
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